
Publisher - White Owl
White Owl is an imprint from Pen & Sword Books, a publishers 
based in Barnsley, South Yorkshire. 2020 sees the launch of the 
Craft book collection with Modern Rainbow Patchwork Quilts as 
the second release. 

Modern Rainbow Patchwork Quilts 
Building on the popularity of modern quilting, the book features 
14 patchwork projects with a modern look which use rainbows 
as the overall colour theme. The book enables readers to create 
their own rainbow look, from selecting which colours to use and 
choosing the appropriate fabrics for a project. 

Starting from the basics of patchwork the book includes tuto-
rials on creating simple blocks, finishing a quilt and making an 
envelope cushion, alongside the basic tools and techniques 
used. Each of the 14 projects is broken down into easy to follow 
steps with detailed illustrations, making the book accessible for 
confident beginners as well as more seasoned quilters. 

The six quilt projects include two large bed sized quilts, two lap 
quilts, a single bed quilt and a picnic blanket. All of the skills 
required to complete the quilts are included within the book, 
along with details on the authors inspiration, fabric choice and a 
colouring page.

About the Author
Paula Steel is a modern quilter who designs and produces quilts 
and patchwork projects for magazines and fabric companies. 
She is a freelance Quilting Technical Editor and loves the com-
bination of maths and colour that designing quilts involves. 
Paula lives in Lancashire and spends time in her sewing studio at 
home. 

www.paulasteelquilts.com 
Insta: @paulasteel.quilts
email: paula@paulasteelquilts.com

Release date
The book is due for release at the end of February 2020 and can 
be pre-ordered from www.pen-and-sword.co.uk and www.water-
stones.com along with independent book shops. 
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